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Abstract— IoT systems are advancing to enable higher levels of
engagement and omnipresence. A critical yet uncharted domain
lies in communicating affect across participants, especially in
medical settings where emotions and expressions are pivotal, and
eXtended Reality (XR) systems that rely on immersive virtual-
ization of the participating parties. However, IoT systems seldom
have the bandwidth or reliability to enable such services. In this
demo, we present an experiment that leverages Edge Intelligence
and Artificial Intelligence to extract and encode emotions at one
edge, and communicate a low-footprint encapsulation of such
emotions at the other edge. The proposed architecture is designed
to reduce overall traffic and build on low-power video and
display equipment, to realize Affective Semantic Communication
(AffSeC). This demonstration shall represent AffSeC in a medical
setting, where a patient interacts with a physician over a low-BW
E2E route. The proposed scheme will be contrasted to standard
video compression to demonstrate the efficacy and promise of this
model.

Index Terms—Affective Computing, AffSeC, Emotion Recogni-
tion, Artificial Intelligence, Edge Intelligence, Semantic Commu-
nication, Ultra-Low Latency, Tactile Internet

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVIATION

Currently, the emphasis in communication systems lies in
achieving the shortest possible delay when transmitting data,
whereas in the past, the main focus was on the accuracy of
the transmitted data. Ultra-Reliable and Low-Latency Com-
munication (URLLC) applications necessitate a highly reliable
network, exceeding 99.999% reliability, and extremely low
latency of approximately 1 millisecond for data transmission.
Applications such as Tactile Internet (TI), augmented and
virtual reality (AR/VR), real-time traffic density estimation,
remote surgery, autonomous truck platooning, and factory au-
tomation exemplify domains that adhere to URLLC standards.

Applications sensitive to delays, like remote surgery, cannot
tolerate the time it takes for data to travel between transmitter
and receiver. To address this, novel approaches have been
developed to prevent disastrous situations. In teleoperation
interfaces, the exchange of data between endpoints poses chal-
lenges, requiring minimal delay and high-quality transmission.
One area of research focuses on developing Tactile Haptic
codecs for transmitting tactile and haptic signals in a Teleop-
eration Interface (TI) session. The developing IEEE P1918.1.1
standard establishes haptic codecs for exchanging kinesthetic

and tactile information [1]. It includes algorithms for reducing
and compressing data to enable the communication of such
information. Additionally, the progress of 5G technology has
increased transmission rates, nearing the theoretical Shannon
limit.

In this work, we propose AffSeC, which focuses on the
semantic communication of human emotion captured from
video via affective computing from one edge to the other.
Shannon and Weaver classified Semantic Communication (SC)
into three levels [2]. 1) The first level involves the successful
transmission of symbols from the transmitter to the receiver.
2) The second level pertains to the exchange of semantically
meaningful symbols, encompassing the semantic information
transmitted by the transmitter and its interpreted meaning
at the receiver. 3) The third level addresses the impact of
communication, which translates into the receiver’s ability to
carry out tasks as instructed by the transmitter [3]. Within SC,
the primary focus of this work lies in the second category,
which emphasizes the significance of the conveyed informa-
tion’s meaning. SC transmits only the relevant information
to the receiver which can lead to a significant reduction in
data volume [4]. Delivering the meaning of the transmitted
signal depends on the physical content and the intention of the
message and any other factor that could affect the Quality of
Experience (QoE) [5].

The field of affective computing aims to bridge the gap
between humans and machines by developing computational
models and systems that can detect, interpret, and respond to
human emotions, moods, and other affective states. Driven by
the pioneering work of Picard et al. [6], extensive research has
been conducted in this interdisciplinary domain. The primary
objective of affective computing is to enable machines to
engage with humans more naturally and empathetically, com-
prehending and reacting to their emotional cues and affective
signals.

By drawing upon diverse fields such as computer science,
psychology, neuroscience, and engineering [7], Affective Com-
puting presents a foundational block for applications in var-
ious domains including healthcare, education, entertainment,
and marketing. Their success draws from key technologies
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Figure 1: A functional diagram of AffSeC. Affective and identity features are communicated from the user edge to the clinician
edge across a low bandwidth connection. In our demo we will provide live feedback that contrasts the network utilization for
(a) sending a compressed video, and (b) sending affect features, in terms of line rate, link bandwidth, and link utilization. Steps
at the user edge include recognizing the face from the captured video, and recognizing the emotion based on semantically
extracted features. Such emotions are communicated with identity information to the clinician side where feature decomposition
and health indicators fusion happens.

employed in affective computing, including natural language
processing [8], analysis of facial expressions [9], [10], and
physiological sensing [11]. These techniques enable the recog-
nition of human emotions through multiple modalities, such as
facial expressions, text, voice, and more recently a combina-
tion thereof. At its core, affective computing seeks to enable
machines to perceive and respond to the rich tapestry of human
emotions. By comprehending and adapting to emotional cues
and affective signals, machines can engage with humans in a
more natural and empathetic manner. The ultimate goal is to
create a seamless interaction where machines understand not
only the explicit commands but also the underlying emotional
context. This empathetic understanding can enhance the user
experience and foster more meaningful connections between
humans and machines.

This paper presents a demo that builds on semantic com-
munication in order to minimize the information exchange
between the sender and the receiver, thereby reducing com-
munication delay. The objective is to enhance the diagnostic
process for physicians by developing an application for patients
and doctors that is able to encode human emotions on one
edge and communicate them to the other edge targeting a low
communication footprint. Our approach involves integrating af-
fective computing and semantic communication techniques, to
successfully achieve our objective. This builds on foundational
architectures for leveraging Edge intelligence and contextual-
izing TI interactions, as outlined by Oteafy and Hassanein in
[12].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the scope of the demo. Section III previews a sample
demo for our scheme. Section IV concludes the paper.

II. SCOPE AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AFFSEC
We propose AffSeC, a scheme that transmits the emotional

states of a person acquired using a video stream. Emotion labels
are solely transmitted, No images or video frames are sent
down the communication link. Transmitting visual information
typically encompasses a high communication footprint being
a function of the frame rate and the number of per-frame
pixels. AffSeC focuses on the seven basic emotions: Happiness,
Sadness, Disgust, Anger, Surprise, Fear, Neutral.

Figure 1 illustrates the functional block diagram of AffSeC,
showcasing the different stages involved in the system. The left-
hand side of the diagram presents the steps conducted at the
transmitter’s or patient’s side, while the right-hand side repre-
sents the steps carried out at the receiver’s or clinician’s side. At
the patient’s side, a video stream is captured using any camera
of varying resolution. The captured video undergoes processing
to extract keyframes, which are essential frames containing
pertinent information. These keyframes are then subjected to
further processing to recognize the patient’s emotions. One
downsampled image of the patient’s face is transmitted to
the clinician’s edge for additional identification purposes. The
emotions detected and the patient’s identity are encapsulated
as a feature vector, transmitted over a low-bandwidth route to
the physician’s side. This demo paper highlights the processes
involved in capturing, extracting, recognizing emotions, and
transmitting the feature vector, enabling the communication of
affect to the physician’s side.

Automated emotion prediction from facial expressions in a
video stream started using classical machine learning tech-
niques such as Support Vector Machines [9]. Later on, deep
learning was employed for emotion recognition from images
and videos [10]. SDKs and Toolboxes have been published for
emotion recognition from visual data [14]–[16]. In this work,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: Screenshots depicting keyframes extracted from video and processed for emotion recognition. The sample videos are
from the CREMA-D dataset [13]. The numbers presented next to each keyframe communicate the likelihood of the presence
of each of the seven emotion classes in each frame. The ground-truth labels for the four video frames are (a) Happiness, (b)
Neutral, (c) Sadness, and (d) Fear.

we will use deep learning models for the prediction of emotion
from facial expressions in the video using the DeepFace open-
source library [17]. This demo is only scoped to perform
keyframe extraction and communicate emotion recognition.
The next section provides a preview of sample screenshots of
our scheme.

Our scheme starts with video acquisition using a resolution
of 1920 × 1080 pixels. This is then downsized to be input to
the architecture used for both the face localization and emotion
recognition steps. Not all frames of the captured video contain
pertinent information, so it is essential to select a subset of
keyframes. Keyframes represent a small subset of all the frames
included in the video. Therefore, we extract the keyframes
using the method adopted in [18]. The next step is to localize
and extract faces in the video frames . We use the DeepFace
open-source library to localize the face on the patient edge [19].

The extracted faces are then downsized to 48× 48 pixels to
be input into the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) deep
learning neural network model. This model consists of three
convolutional layers and one fully connected layer to compute
the prediction results, and was pretrained on FER2013 dataset
[20]. The deep learning model outputs a feature vector v ∈ R7

that computes the likelihood of the input frame to possess each
of the seven emotions. We label the video frame with the most
likely emotion, also called the ‘network prediction.’

The identity and emotions of the patients will be used to

construct the feature vector that will be sent over the commu-
nication link to the physician’s side. We use low-bandwidth
communication links to facilitate the advantage of sending the
semantic features instead of the entire video’s visual content.

The demo setup will involve two machines: one for the
patient and the other for the physician. The nature of the
scheme pertains to chatting applications; thus, we establish
a continuous connection using socket programming to allow
Inter-Process Communication (IPC) between the patient and
the physician. WebSockets can also be used but, for the sake
of this demo, we rely on sockets only. We establish two socket
connections: one to send the visual content and the other to
send only the semantic features. The reason for instantiating
two connections is to use one for sending the visual content of
the actual captured frames, while using the other to send only
the semantic features to assess the efficiency of both methods.

In addition, the demo setup will include a tablet device
used to display performance metrics to assess the efficacy of
AffSec. The device will display the communication links’ bit
rate/second (bps), bandwidths, and utilization.

III. CONTROLLED DEMO OF AFFSEC

For the purpose of demonstrating our scheme, we utilize the
CREMA-D dataset [13]. This dataset is suitable for exploring
the expression and perception of multi-modal emotions. It
encompasses facial and vocal emotional expressions conveyed
through sentences that portray various basic emotional states,
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including happiness, sadness, anger, fear, disgust, and neutral-
ity. The dataset consists of 7,442 clips featuring 91 actors from
diverse ethnic backgrounds. Multiple raters evaluated these
clips across three modalities: audio, visual, and audio-visual but
in this work, we are only concerned with the visual modality.

All modules were implemented using Python and OpenCV.
Figure 2 illustrates keyframes extracted from a sample video
in the CREMA-D dataset, comprising a total of 100 heavily
sampled frames, showcasing multiple individuals expressing
happiness, neutral, sadness, and fearfulness emotions together
with a score conveying the likelihood of each emotion. Figure
2a displays an extracted keyframe, accompanied by the corre-
sponding emotion likelihood scores, indicating the individual’s
dominant emotion as Happiness. Similarly, Figure 2b displays
another extracted keyframe, along with the emotion likelihood
scores, highlighting the dominant emotion of the individual as
Neutral. Figures 2c and 2d display the outputs for Sadness
and Fear emotions, respectively. While this section presents a
controlled demo based on input from a dataset stored on disk,
the live demo will capture input directly from a camera feed.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this demo paper, we present the integration of Af-
fective Computing (AC) and Semantic Communication (SC)
techniques. AC focuses on the detection, interpretation, and
response to human emotions, while SC primarily focuses on
the exchange of semantically transmitted information.

Our system architecture serves as a case study for a remote
physician application. At the patient’s end, we employ real-
time semantic feature extraction from the input video stream to
detect and recognize human emotions. These extracted features
are then transmitted to the physician’s end. Our proposed
scheme aims to reduce latency by exclusively relying on light-
weight semantic information instead of transmitting heavy-
weight visual data. This demo will be presented as an interac-
tive real-time demo, highlighting the importance of semantic
features to enhance URLLC.
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